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While it used to be that enterprises with the greatest computing power were considered the
most competitive, today it’s all about leveraging data in exciting new ways to uncover critical
business insights. Driven by the need to solve intractable problems and cope with the data
deluge, adoption of artificial intelligence (AI) among enterprises has exploded over the last
few years, and now virtually every organization is scrambling to integrate and deploy AI
methodologies in their core business practices. Those getting it right, are provided a glimpse
into the true promise and opportunity of AI; the ability to fully see into their business data
and extract value from it that will improve current lines-of-business, and potentially unveil
entirely new business models.
As organizations build on the experience gained during the first wave of AI growth, we’re
now poised for the next phase of AI adoption. The explosion of early proof-of-concept
implementations that were driven in part by the initial hype of AI is giving way to a more
measured approach. What’s more, concentrated efforts are being made to apply AI
techniques in production to solve real business problems and drive real business decisions.
However, the next wave of AI growth cannot and won’t happen without supercomputing.
AI has become a supercomputing problem and as the desire to over utilize AI becomes
ubiquitous, many organizations are discovering they require entirely new supercomputer
architectures to succeed in the next generation of AI. Supercomputers and high-performance
storage are critical tools that can deliver the capabilities that organizations will inevitably need,
as they embrace the next wave of AI growth.

THE CHALLENGE AND OPPORTUNITY OF AI
Enterprises of all sizes and across every industry are increasingly applying data analytics,
machine learning, and deep learning techniques across many business practices. In many
cases, multiple approaches are being applied in combination to address any particular use
case. But for enterprise AI projects, the journey from pilot to production to business value
can be exceedingly complex and organizations are encountering several challenges on the
road to AI, which are forcing them to reevaluate everything from the staff they hire to the
new technologies they purchase.
During the first wave of AI exploration, many organizations explored by applying one AI-based
technique to their standard workflow and these small-scale, one-off implementations were
a good starting point, which helped many enterprises test the feasibility of AI for their
business. With this first wave starting to mature, we’re now entering the next big wave of AI
adoption and growth, where we’ll see larger-scale AI deployments, a more evolved set of AI
applications, and an increased focus on building integrated AI workflows that will become
critical to business decision-making. This will prompt more organizations to view AI as more
than just a narrow tool that can be applied to one stage of the workflow or used to automate
specific tasks. Now, more will start seeing AI for what it truly is—a pervasive capability that is
having a profound impact on every use case and technology stack.
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As the next wave of AI takes hold, we’ll see even greater convergence with traditional
HPC simulation. The effort to apply AI more broadly will mean greater interdependency
between existing applications and techniques such as machine learning and deep learning.
Additionally, these techniques will also be increasingly applied to multidisciplinary data
(for example, using geospatial, climate, and econometric data to enable more accurate
predictions on agricultural sector output). Similarly, dynamic AI approaches such as
generative adversarial networks (GANs)1 and reinforcement learning (RL)2 will take hold.
AI is not simply a destination, but a capability whose application will enable breakthrough
possibilities across the landscapes of business, engineering, and science. In the next wave of
AI, we’ll get even better at things, like predicting future climate patterns, understanding the
inner workings of the human brain, using genetic sequencing to completely revolutionize
care decisions, and even cure incurable diseases (to name a few). With each new application
of AI, there is a compounding benefit and impact that is amplified throughout the business,
from decision-making in the C-suite to the underpinning technology stacks. AI has the
potential to uncover insights and recommendations by analyzing massive quantities of
data, enabling more timely and informed business decisions from resource management
to logistics and every area in-between. This means that those who can truly master AI in
this next wave will see the positive effects reach every area of their business and will be
positioned to lead their industries with a sustainable competitive advantage.

AI IS A SUPERCOMPUTING PROBLEM
According to IDC, the digital universe represented by data is doubling in size every two
years and is predicted to reach 175 zettabytes by 2025.3 While immense data growth leaves
many enterprises struggling to cope with an onslaught of information, this has been a good
thing for AI applications because they thrive on massive data sets. Particularly with machine
learning and deep learning models, the accuracy of results steadily improves as more data
is introduced to the model. As machine learning and deep learning data sets increase, AI
projects inevitably require more sophisticated computing systems.
There’s also a great convergence occurring between AI and traditional HPC simulation,
and many organizations that perform simulations are increasingly adding machine or
deep learning to their workflows, and vice versa. These two methodologies are becoming
so entangled, we’ve even seen the emergence of a completely new technique—cognitive
simulation—where large-scale simulations get smarter through embedded machine learning
algorithms. Overall, workflows are becoming increasingly heterogeneous, blending data
analytics, machine or deep learning, and AI with large-scale simulation.
The merging of AI with traditional HPC workflows is becoming pervasive. PGS, a seismic
exploration company, recently applied machine learning4 optimization techniques to
determine the velocity model in a full waveform inversion seismic imaging workload. And,
Argonne National Laboratory is applying supercomputing-powered deep learning to quickly
uncover insights into the wealth of information that has already been gleaned about drug
responses in all different types of cancer.5
1

 GAN represents an approach where two
A
neural networks are pitted against each other;
one generates new data candidates and the
other evaluates them for authenticity.

2

 L is an approach where algorithms make a series
R
of decisions to achieve a particular goal and learns
based on the approach of those decisions.

3

networkworld.com/article/3325397/idc-expect175-zettabytes-of-data-worldwide-by-2025.html

4

pgs.com/media-and-events/news/industryinsights---machine-learning-and-seismic/

5

anl.gov/article/automating-the-development-ofdeeplearningbased-predictive-models-for-cancerresearch

These success stories prove that supercomputers, which across many industries have
traditionally been used for modeling and simulation, are equally well-positioned to take on
extremely large machine or deep learning problems.
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There is also a burgeoning interest in distributed machine and deep learning methods,
or training algorithms in less time by parallelizing training computation across multiple
machines. Training deep neural networks in this way calls for very high amounts of
computational power and the need for greater compute power steadily grows as AI
problems increase in data size and complexity. OpenAI, a non-profit AI research company,
recently released an analysis6 showing that the amount of compute used in the largest AI
training runs has been increasing exponentially since 2012 with a 3.5 month doubling time.
And a recent research report from Digital Catapult found that an approximate minimum
computation requirement for training a deep neural network on a data set of 1.28 million
images would be an exaflop.7
Processing and analyzing ever-growing volumes of data, supporting heterogeneous
workloads, and enabling distributed training methods all require increasingly powerful and
capable computing architectures. In other words, AI is now unequivocally a supercomputing
and storage problem. As a greater number of organizations adopt AI technologies, the
compute/store/analyze systems and programming languages that are best suited to
accommodate AI applications are increasingly those already in use in the HPC industry.

AN ENTIRELY NEW SUPERCOMPUTING ARCHITECTURE FOR
THE NEXT WAVE OF AI
Supercomputers are quickly becoming a crucial ingredient for successful AI deployments,
but it’s not solely because of their computational power. The need for greater compute
power is being driven not just by growth of data itself, but also by the increasingly complex
and sophisticated ways organizations are applying AI techniques to their data.
6

openai.com/blog/ai-and-compute/

7

a ssets.ctfassets.net/nubxhjiwc091/
6qDT7u9pzUsq8uukwCAayw/
acc7e59350faa88fc504fc990c17deb7/
MIG_MachinesforMachineIntelligence_
Report_DigitalCatapult-1.pdf

The need for modern supercomputers to handle massive converged modeling, simulation,
AI, and analytics workloads is driving a new approach to system design and the result has
been a new generation of data-centric systems that allow diverse workloads and workflows
to run on one system simultaneously. These machines are providing the necessary support
for both CPUs commonly used for modeling and simulation, as well as GPU accelerators
used for machine learning and deep learning. This shift to a new breed of supercomputers is
a necessary and critical step to maximize the productivity of the increasingly diverse mix of
applications that we are seeing on the precipice of the next big wave of AI growth.
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Organizations just starting the process of evaluating new technologies to support their AI
projects often find themselves sifting through several point solutions versus purchasing
a fully integrated system capable of AI. This forces them to purchase a set of individual
computing components—most of which address one portion of the AI workflow, without
regard for the needs of an end-to-end workflow—and attempt to piece them together into a
complete system. While this is certainly possible, it’s far from the most efficient or cost-effective
way to approach investing for AI. The pace of AI innovation over the last few years has been
such that many of the fundamental building blocks for AI are now in place (for example,
innovative interconnects, dense GPU systems, efficient software stacks, and better overall
system integration). But until recently, no system vendor had been successful in pulling all of
these capabilities onto a single platform in a clean and efficient way.

SETTING THE PACE FOR ENTERPRISE AI INNOVATION
Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s long track record of delivering supercomputing, storage, and
data analytics technologies means that we’re also well-positioned to provide the tools and
expertise required to solve AI challenges. We’ve helped our customers ride the first wave of
AI exploration, and had a firsthand view of their successes and implementation challenges.
This experience shaped our thinking about how we can best help organizations cross the
threshold and succeed in the next generation of AI.
Over the last few years, our unique and wide-ranging customer base has provided us direct
exposure to some use cases, where cutting-edge AI applications, using very large data
sets (truly Big Data) to derive insight. Our work has provided a glimpse into the challenges
that the rest of the supercomputing industry will face in the near future. We’re tackling
tomorrow’s intractable problems today, for a smoother AI journey and fewer growing pains
for our customers.
HPE offers a strong portfolio of AI systems and solutions that help customers implement and
master AI for their specific use cases. We also saw the next wave of AI coming for some time,
so we built a completely new supercomputing architecture so our customers can utilize the
full potential of the convergence of AI and simulation. The customers can also gain the ability
to adapt and scale in this ever-evolving and complex landscape. This architecture embraces
heterogeneity by converging AI and simulation into the same architecture, enabling our
customers to run increasingly diverse workflows on a single system simultaneously and truly
drive the future of AI.
We’re setting the pace for enterprise AI innovation by delivering flexible and high-performance
supercomputing solutions that can fit into standard commercial data centers and not just
in high-end research laboratories. HPE’s unique workflow-oriented AI approach, which is
focused on providing the frameworks and tools for deploying an end-to-end AI workflow,
boosts productivity for data scientists while reducing the complexity involved in achieving
successful business outcomes with new AI applications. Our integrated AI infrastructure
solutions are helping companies of all kinds and research institutions of all sizes take the
next step toward making AI a reality.
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CONCLUSION
We’re just seeing the beginning of how AI systems will change the way we live and work.
The next wave of AI growth fully taking off will be dependent on whether there are
computing infrastructures powerful enough to support the growing size and complexity
of AI use cases. As this next wave takes hold, we’re eager to watch organizations use AI to
refine the ability to move massive amounts of data within and between applications, adapt to
changing market conditions, and scale-up with data growth. These businesses will succeed
with AI. But they won’t get there without innovative supercomputing architectures built for
an entirely new phase of AI.
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